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A word from
our President

The last six months have resulted in much

change in the working strategies of RENATE. 

Self-managing groups focusing on various

aspects of the work against human trafficking

are now in place and these include: RENATE 

Advocacy, Awareness Raising, Capacity

Building and RENATE Assembly 2021.

RENATE Country Groups are also beginning

to meet on a regular basis, supporting each

other in collaboration with the European

network. Data collection has been one of the

main issues to measure the extent of the work

and the depth of the crime as witnessed by the

members. This report has a new look which

reflects this focus.  It is an important shift in

the strategy for combatting Human

Trafficking. The Research on Child

Trafficking now published and launched in

the House of Commons in the UK, in January

2019, is another illustration of the focus on

research and the details needed to highlight

the extent and the manner of the crime across

the continent.

"We hope to speak out more vocally over the upcoming five years

as RENATE moves out from its strong base to work more

tirelessly to combat human trafficking by 2030..."

These are small gestures for combatting

what we know is an ever-growing and

super intelligent trade of people by ever

growing numbers involved in world-wide

criminal gangs. These criminal gangs are

super achieving their goals, more than the

most highly intelligent law enforcement

agencies across the world who strive to

bring the perpetrators to the courts for

conviction. What is going wrong? Why is

law enforcement failing to achieve their

goals?
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Recently RENATE led a week of training

for some of the members on ‘Trafficking

and the Law’.  This was led by international

and human rights lawyers mainly from

Europe but also from the USA. This

created a platform for dialogue and

discussion re best practice and the failure

to achieve this across Continents. It also

raised many worrying issues in similar

diverse situations across Europe and the

United States of America. It became clear

that differences in the law were normal in

both continents and this in itself led to

malpractice and great difficulty for law

enforcement officers to fulfil their role of

justice. RENATE did decide to commit to a

common policy regarding the work of the

network against Human Trafficking and

made an agreed statement in relation to

the law.

 

The following is now the RENATE agreed

policy statement regarding the mission

against Human Trafficking:

 

‘’RENATE endeavours to abolish all forms of

human trafficking and exploitation that

violates the human dignity and rights of

persons.

Imelda Poole IBVM, MBE
President

Throughout the European Network, RENATE

adopts a Victim-Centred, Human Rights,

Trauma informed approach in relation to the

law.’’ We hope to speak out more vocally over

the upcoming five years as RENATE moves out

from its strong base to work more tirelessly to

combat human trafficking by 2030, in

collaboration with Pope Francis and The

United Nations.

 

In the ‘Pastoral Orientations on Human

Trafficking’,  published by The Vatican in

January 2019, it is stated that ‘’our times have

witnessed a growth of individualism and

egocentricity, attitudes that tend to regard

others through a lens of cool utility, valuing

them according to a criteria of convenience and

personal benefit." Pope Francis in his response

to this and addressing the participants in the

conference on this same document, in April

2019, said:  ‘’It is essentially this tendency to

commodify the other, which I have repeatedly

denounced. Trafficking in persons is one of the

most dramatic manifestations of this

commodification. In its many forms it

constitutes an open wound on the body of

contemporary society, a profound scourge in the

humanity of those who suffer it and of its

perpetrators.‘’ 



‘RENATE endeavours to abolish

all forms of human trafficking

and exploitation that violates the

human dignity and rights of

persons. Throughout its

European Network, RENATE

adopts a Victim-Centred, Human

Rights, Trauma-informed

approach in relation to the Law.’

12 May 2019.

RENATE Policy Statement on 
Human Trafficking and Exploitation
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•  The RENATE network now extends to 31  countries  in Europe with 136

anti-trafficking networks.

•  RENATE membership has been steadily growing with new members

from Scotland,  UK,  Albania,  Spain,  Ireland,  and Belgium since November

2018.

Membership

INCREASE IN 6

MONTHS

9%

NOV

'18

DEC

'18

JAN

'18

FEB

'18

MAR

'18

APR

'18
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RENATE Annual Working
Board Meeting Lviv, Ukraine, 4-9 November, 2018

The week saw a review of the work of the

member countries since last year’s Working

Board meeting; opportunities for reflection

and the sharing of best practice; the departure

of the Core Group members whose term of

office had come to an end and their

replacement by new, enthusiastic Working

Board members.

Working Board Members shared the mission

since the RENATE Assembly in Rome (2016)-

which centred on country reports where

members shared about the work underway in

their specific country; Familiarisation with the

RENATE Strategic Plan and devising

Implementation Processes- which centred on

strategic group-work each day. The group

work focused on specific actions to be

addressed during the timeline of the Strategic

Plan 2016-2021 and covered the following

areas- Anti-Slavery Film Festival; RENATE

Communications and Networking; 3rd

RENATE Assembly – Geneva, 2021;

Advocacy, Lobbying & Campaigning; Human

Trafficking awareness-raising; Capacity

Building.

The re-designed RENATE website was

presented by both Annie Bannister (Web-

designer) and Manushaqe Cypi (RENATE

Website Manager).

Anne Kelleher (RENATE Communications

Person) presented the RENATE Child

Trafficking Mapping Exercise, conducted by

Rev Dr Carrie Pemberton Ford, Director

CCARHT, Cambridge University, with research-

contributions from RENATE members and

coordinated by Anne; Marie Hélène Halligon,

olcgs, presented on RENATE’s newly-gained

position at the Council of Europe. Aneta

Grabowska and Mr. Gazmir Memaj presented

about their attendance at meetings of the EU

Civil Society Platform on behalf of POMOC and

MWL/RENATE respectively.

Outgoing members of the RENATE Core Group

(Ivonne van de Kar,  Gabriela Korn,sscj,  Dagmar

Plum, mms and Monica Chickwe, som) were bid

a farewell and the new Core Group members

(Patricia Mulhall, csb; Maria-Luisa Puglisi, aasc;

Clotilde Wanki, sscj and  Ms. Halyna Onyshko)

were welcomed.

29 RENATE members  from 20 European

countries gathered at the Pilgrim House of

Blessed Jakub Strepa, Lviv to review,

network and plan.
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Of particular interest was the presentation

by Ms. Vera Martynuk  (expert on Human

Trafficking in the UKRAINE) on the

current situation in the UKRAINE

regarding Human Trafficking., 

 

A visit to the Family House for young boys,

run by the Salesian fathers gave us insights

into the work by Religious at grassroots

level locally. We witnessed first-hand the

positive impact of care and structured life,

essential to keeping these vulnerable boys

from sleeping rough on the streets and

certain lives of crime and trafficking.

 

Our field-trip on Wednesday 7 November,

began with solemn Mass celebrated in the

Byzantine rite at St. Peter and Paul’s

Church in Lviv. For most of us, it was our

first experience of the Byzantine rite and

set a beautiful tone for the remainder of

the day.

 

 This was followed through in the meeting

we had with Bishop Volodymyr Hrutsa, at

St. George Cathedral, where he shared with

us the importance of the collaboration of

people of all faiths in order to combat

human trafficking.

We are very grateful to our gracious hosts Ms.

Halyna Onyshko, Miss Vera Martynuk and Fr.

Roman Lahish, CSsR  for their hospitality. They

went to great lengths to ensure every detail was

considered in order that the Working Board

meeting would be a success and gave most

generously of their time to accompany us each

day. As part of the mid-week field trip, it was

especially interesting to enjoy brunch at their

Karmel Caffeteria, the first joint collaborative

initiative undertaken by the Religious of UGCC

and the RCC.  

We are also grateful to Dr. Mary McHugh,

President ANDANTE, who kindly facilitated the

week’s work. 

"Thank you to all RENATE members, your
work of the past year has greatly increased

our reach and impact.''
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Imelda Poole MBE Award

"A congratulations to be shared by

all of us working in this

challenging mission."

A highlight of the year so far has been the

award of MBE to Imelda Poole, IBVM,

RENATE President, for her dedicated service

to combatting human trafficking and

exploitation.  Modest to a fault, Imelda

insisted that the award honours ALL

RENATE members, dedicated to prevention,

protection and support of girls and women

who have fallen victim to traffickers, stating:

As is often the way, such public occasions

create wonderful opportunities for

publicity and awareness-raising. Imelda

has been featured in many radio and

press interviews, where she spoke about

the work of RENATE and Religious

across the world, collaborating at every

level and leading the way in the work to

end human trafficking.

"This award was accepted in honour of the

thousands of Sisters, all over the world,

working together to eliminate human

trafficking. This is the major crime against

humanity in our world today.  I would like

to thank all the many, many people who

have written to congratulate me at this

time.  A congratulations to be shared by all

of us working in this challenging mission.’’
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Way of the Cross 2019

"We want to walk this via dolorosa in

union with the poor, the outcast of our

societies and all those who even now are

enduring crucifixion as victims of our

narrowmindedness, our institutions and

our laws, our blindness and selfishness,

but especially our indifference and

hardness of heart."

 

Sr. Eugenia drew parallels between

Christ’s suffering along the Way of

the Cross and on Calvary and that of

trafficked girls, who similarly

endure suffering on their own

personal ‘’Way of the Cross.’’  It was

a particularly poignant and

powerful series of meditations, ones

which will stay with us for Easter

Triduum to come.

It is a source of great pride to all

Religious who work to combat Human

Trafficking, that our dear colleague and

friend, Sr. Eugenia Bonetti, was invited

by Pope Francis to write the meditations

for the Way of the Cross Prayer Service

held on Good Friday night, 19 April,

2019 at the Colosseum, Rome.

Rome, Italy April 2019

-Sister Eugenia Bonetti
(from the Introduction)
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RENATE at the Council of Europe
Conference of INGOs

A significant milestone for RENATE has

been to secure a seat at the Council of

Europe Conference of INGOs.

This year’s theme ‘’Gender Equality: Whose

Battle?’’ which was mediated through

storytelling, Labs and Keynote speakers,

created quite a stir during an action-packed

three days.

The Forum focused in particular on women’s

public, political and economic participation

and on combating violence against women in

the wake of #MeToo. 

RENATE member Marie Helene

Halligon, olcgs, represented RENATE at

the  gathering of the Council of Europe

World Forum for Democracy, held in

Strasbourg, 19-21 November, 2018.
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Child Trafficking Mapping

''Each child encountering danger,

detention, deprivation &

descrimination is one too many."

Revd Dr. Carrie Pamberton Ford

One hundred guests joined RENATE

members at a parliamentary reception in

the Churchill Room in the House of

Commons on 23 January 2019 to launch

RENATE’s Child Trafficking Mapping

Exercise, research undertaken by Revd Dr

Carrie Pemberton Ford, Director,

Cambridge Centre for Applied Research in

Human Trafficking (CCARHT) and

Research Associate with the Centre for

Global Migration (Institute of Criminology,

University of Cambridge), with assistance

from desk-researchers and RENATE

members in the field.  

 

Thanks to the ARISE Foundation for their

support in sponsoring the event. Former

Metropolitan Police Commissioner and

Trustee member of the ARISE Foundation,

Rt Hon Lord Hogan-Howe welcomed all

present and set the context for the afternoon

frontline antislavery groups  through- out

Europe and lawmakers by bringing the two

together in the Parliament. The launch also

provided an opportunity to highlight the

unpalatable conclusion in the research that . 

 “in none of the countries studied were the

measures of protection comprehensively

adequate to the special needs of

unaccompanied minor migrants.’’  

In the current age of continuous migration

and displacement of innocents, humanity

must surely respond to this research wake-up

call. The next step is to translate the findings

from the report into concrete policy

recommendations. It is hoped that this

mapping of child trafficking will lead to more

action on the part of all the specialists in the

field. RENATE calls on them to work more

closely together, to have a desire to hear the

reality, to listen for deeper understanding 

and with compassion. Only then when it

hurts, will change, based on justice, take

place. The aim of RENATE, as with the  SDGs

and Pope Francis in Rome, is to ‘Rid the

World of Human Trafficking by 2030’. 

Let us unite to achieve this goal.

which saw contributions from

Mr. Iain Duncan-Smith MP,

Commons sponsor of the

Modern Slavery (Victim

Support) Bill; Mrs. Maria Miller

MP, co-chair of the Independent

Review into the 2015 Modern

Slavery Act. The launch

provided a rare opportunity to

help close the gap between 



Each year the RENATE network holds a variety of events around the
8 February, in honour of the feast day of St. Josephine Bakhita. While
prayer remains at the heart of these events, increasingly RENATE
members are organising national conferences around the feast day,
thereby deepening and broadening the reach.
 
In Hungary, RENATE members at SOLWODI with their colleagues at
the House of Dialogue, organised a conference and prayer event
which took place in Budapest, in the House of Dialogue, the Jesuit
Spiritual and Cultural Centre. 
 
In Ireland, RENATE members at APT  (Act to Prevent Trafficking)
collaborated with the Irish Ministry for Foreign Affairs and with the
Irish police force (An Garda Síochana), in organising a national
conference entitled ‘’Human Trafficking: Hidden in Plain Sight.’’
Kevin Hyland delivered a powerful address to a hall filled to
maximum capacity and APT included the voices and perspectives of
students who are members of the YSI Initiative (Young Social
Innovators), sharing their studies on Human Trafficking and their
intentions to work to combat this crime.
 
In Albania, the URAT Network, with the support of the Archbishop of
the Diocese of Tirana-Durres, organized a special prayer service at
the Cathedral of St. Paul in Tirana to mark the International Day of
Prayer and Awareness against Human Trafficking, St. Bakhita Day. 
This event gathered all those who work in the anti-trafficking field in
Albania.
 
In France, RENATE members  held a reflection on February 8, 2019,
to light a light against human trafficking in celebration of the 5th
edition of the World Day of Prayer and Reflection on Trafficking in
Persons.
 

St. Bakhita Day February 8th 2019
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From Flash Mobs to Gift Boxes and
from Fashion shows to International

Conferences,  RENATE members
participate in any number of

activities in order to raise awareness.
RENATE members at CARITAS Slovakia

organised the RED Bus Campaign; 

A forum to improve legislation and work
with institutions dealing with immigration

and anti-trafficking work, took place in
Shkoder, Albania.
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RENATE Member, Sabiola Bregu, addressed
CSW63 at the UN in New York. 

APT Ireland ran a national conference
"Human Trafficking: Hidden in Plain Sight."

RENATE members in Italy volunteer to
contribute to a Council of Europe Country

Visit to Italy;

Advocacy
Awareness Raising

Campaigning



Country Group Meeting - April 2019

The first RENATE country group meeting took place in Albania in early April,
when Members of the RENATE Network in Albania gathered for the first ever
country group meeting. Those present represented all the main organisations
involved in direct action against Human Trafficking and Exploitation in Albania.
 
It was agreed at the RENATE  Working Board  that members in each country
should gather at least once per year, to collaborate and share
together. The first such Country group meeting took place in Albania in early April,
when Members of the RENATE Network in Albania gathered for the first ever
country group meeting. Those present represented all the main organisations
involved in direct action against Human Trafficking and Exploitation in Albania.
 
This was an opportunity to gather and share information about work in the field of
anti-trafficking in Albania and collaborate on what the next steps are for
developing such work.
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In terms of process, seven thematic sessions
corresponding with the major topics treated
in the POHT, were considered over the three
days.
 
1.      Human Trafficking in the Context of
Sexual exploitation.
2.      Human Trafficking in the Context of
Slave Labour.
3.      Human Trafficking and Human
Smuggling.
4.      Other forms of Human Trafficking.
5.      Identification, Prevention and
Prosecution of Human Trafficking.
6.      Protection of Survivors.
7.      Partnership in Responding to Human                  
Trafficking.
 
By 11 April, the delegates had devised 500+
recommendations, which will be further
refined and condensed before taking them
further in terms of implementation at local
parish & community levels.
 

P a s t o r a l
O r i e n t a t i o n s
o n  H u m a n
T r a f f i c k i n g .  

200 delegates gathered at Fraterna
Domus, in Sacrofino, near Rome to look
concretely, pastorally and practically at
the Church’s implementation of the
POHT. 

The Pastoral Orientations on Human
Trafficking are  the fruit of consultation with
international Catholic organizations,
Religious congregations and Bishops’
Conference from all regions of the world.
The document was approved by the Holy
Father and has been signed by the two
Under-Secretaries of the Migrants &
Refugees Section. 
 
The Conference planners and sponsors,
chaired by the Migrant and Refugees Section,
included Caritas Internationalis, the
Pontifical Academy of Sciences, the
International Catholic Migration
Commission, Talitha Kum, the Santa Marta
Group, and the Apostolate of the Sea. Each of
these organisations played significant roles
throughout the three days of the conference.
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Looking to the future: Challenges
& possibilities. 

Combating Human Trafficking so as to bring about its end is an ongoing challenge for all

who work in the field. In this regard, RENATE  continues to broaden its reach and depth,  

incorporating new members who bring gifts and talents which compliment those of

existing members, thereby enabling all to deliver on the vision and mission of RENATE.

 

Re-framing the issue of Human Trafficking is a reality in the changing circumstances of

the crime. It is important that RENATE members are equipped to understand clearly all

forms of Human trafficking so as to challenge them - sexual, labour, organ harvesting,

domestic servitude and modern slavery.

 

Building the dignity of the victims of human trafficking so they no longer see

themselves as victims but as survivors is a positive approach which sits well with

RENATE and collaborators.  Empowering others in order that they recover their self-

worth and dignity is a fundamental value which informs RENATE membership's

practice.  

 

Continue building the profile of RENATE within the wider anti-human trafficking sector

is an ongoing task. Securing a seat at the Council of Europe Conference of INGO's

greatly enhances RENATE's capacity to influence decision makers, be heard by different

stakeholders and possibly increase the number of new individual and corporate donors

also.

 

Convincing the member organisations of the value & urgency of data collection is a task

best approached through proactively engaging with and pursuing RENATE members for

their ‘story.’ This is an ongoing journey of encounter and understandings which

ultimately will help all to work 'smart' (and not just work hard!).

 

Sustaining members in mission remains a priority, with RENATE providing training

plus Retreats for members as ongoing actions of care for self and others.
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